The mean linear momentum of the fissioning nucleus appears to be less than that of the heavy ion. A possible explanation for these discrepancies is that before the fission event there is competition from reactions in which particles are emitted in the forward direction. The contribution from this kind of reaction is estimated to be of the order of 3o% at 95 Mev and 124 Mev.
INTRODUCTION
_At the first Geneva Conference, Bohr developed some general ideas for understanding the angular distributions of fragments resulting from fission of nuclei having excitation energies slightly higher than their fission barriers. 1
Under these conditions the nucleus goes over the saddle pass "cold"; that is, most of the excitation energy is expended in potential energy of deformation towards fission. Therefore, the spectrum of energy levels of the highly deformed nuclei at the saddle pass should be similar to those of stably deformed nuclei at energies near their ground states. Bohr further assumes that the nuclei retain axial symmetry throughout the deformation, and that the frag- Among these treatments, that blf Halpern and Strutinski is most directly applicable to the systems studied in this work. 2 According to these authors, the fissioning nucleus may be characterized by three quantum numbers: I, the total angular momentum; K, the projection of I along the direction of the where T is the nuclear temperature and
( 2) ( 3) ( 4) The ~'s are rigid-body moments of inertia of the prolate saddle-point nucleus, with ~1/ being the moment with respect to the symmetry axis and~;.. that with respect to an axis perpendicular to the symmetry axis. All of the q_uanti ties ~II , ' ::51 , and T must be evaluated at the state of the fission process where the K distribution is fixed. Halpern and Strutinski 2 used the level-density formula p(E) canst exp ~(aE)~/~, and by assuniing ~eff to be constant; they obtained the relation K 2 . t (E-Ef)l/ 2, 0 = cons ( 5) where (E-Ef') is the excitation energy in excess of'the fission barrier, Ef'
for the particular nucleus undergoing fission. 6 '7
It appears that for values of (E-Ef) less than 10 or 15 Mev, relationship (4) is in disagreement with experiments.
The values of parameter p, obtained by fitting the experimental angular distributions with theoretical curves, were used to estimate the mean excitation energy of the fissioning nucleus at the time of fission in the reaction between gold and carbon ions. 8 By obtaining this quantity one was able to determine the mean numbe~ of particles emitted prior to fission. The forward motion of the fissioning nuclei was found to be consistent with formation of a compound nucleus over the entire range of bombarding energies studied. At all energies the measured absolute fission cross section in the reaction between Aul97 and 12 C was less thah the calculated cross section for the formation of a compound nucleus for the square-well model with a radius parameter r = 1.5 x l0-l3cm.
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An appreciable amount of the struck nuclei (cr.~ 100 to 200mb) result in neutron-evaporation products that survive fission.9 Also, there may be large numbers of surviving reaction products resulting from emission of charged particles; however, these have not been experimentally measured in this system.
We have chosen u 238 as the target nucleus in our investigation because we should expect a deviation from this picture. By bombarding with carbon ions, nuclei are formed which have low fission barriers (~5 Mev) and high level widths for fission. Any non-compound-nucleus processes leading to an excitation energy higher than 5 Mev will therefore, in most cases, lead to fission.
For such processes, which include "stripping" and 11 pickup" reactions, only part of the linear and orbital angular momenta of the heavy ion is deposited in the fissioning nucleus. This will result in a more nearly isotropic fissionfragment distribution if these reactions contribute significantly to the fission cross section. The fission cross section, therefore, should represent the total reaction cross section for processes in which at least 5 Mev excitation energy is deposited. It will be of interest to compare this with any calculated values for cross section for compound-nucleus formation. The angular position, eL' of the detector could be adjusted to within l deg and the angular resolution usually was of the order of 3 deg.
The electronic system used with the semiconductor detector has been described in Ref. (15) . A pulse generator was used to check the gain and noise level of the system and to make corrections for coincidence losses. A signal from the Hilac electronic system could be used to trigger the pulse generator during the 2-msec bursts of particles.
A Cf 2 5 2 spontaneous-fission source was used to calibrate the detectors.
jhe 252 Energies corresponding to the peaks of;Cf spectrum were taken from the time~ of-flight data of Fraser and Milton. 16 An energy deficiency has been observed in the spectrum from the detectors. The assumption has been made that the The same detector was also used to count elastically scattered carbon ions for the determination of the total cross section for fission. It was found that electrons knocked from the target by the beam onto the detector had the effect of worsening the resolution of the carbon-ion peak, but not hhe resolution of the pulse-generator peak. This effect was overcome by introducing a magnetic field of 1000 gauss, l em in length, in front of the detector. The angular distributions in the laboratory system for the three bombarding energies are given in Table I ...
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Cl. The laboratory energy EL is related to X , the.most probable X value, mp the most probable kinetic energy in the c:om. system, through the equation
where 9 is defined above. c.m. Equation ( 6) The total absolute cross section for fission was determined by a direct comparison of the counting rate of carbon ions in the region of pure Coulomb scattering with the fission counting rate under the assumption of binary fission. I.
-
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B. Compound-Nucleus Calculations
Bohr's original formuJation of the concept of a compound-nucleus (CN) reaction implies that the bombarding part~cle amalgamates with the target 22 nucleus to form a compound nucleus.
In so doing, the particle deposits its total linear and angul:r momenta in the compound nucleus which, after thermal eq_uilibrium is established, decays by evaporation of particles. In the heavy- In order to obtain the combined angular distribution, we must also estimate the fraction fF of the originally formed compound nuclei that is fissioning at each step. in the chain. 
where ER rotational energy of the undistorted (i.e., spherical) nucleus, ~ = effective rotational energy of the nucleus at the saddle point, The over-all angular distribution of fission fragments in the c.m.
system predicted by the compound-nucleus-reaction assumptions are shown as curves in Figs. 3, 4 , and 5 together with the experimental angular distributions.
Estimation of XCN
The mean value, XCN' at a certain step in the evaporation chain is given by A2E2AfF
where A 2 =mass of the c 12 bombarding particle, E 2 = kinetic energy of the G 12 particle in the laboratory system, AcN= ~ass of the compound,nucleus, AfF= mean mass of the fission fragments, and E = the mean kinetic energy of the single-fragment spectrum. c.m. (10) Because of the high excitation energies at which most of the fission events occur, one would expect the mass and kinetic energy distributions to be symmetric. Under this condition, the mean and most probable values should be identical.
Our observation that E is independent of bombarding energy has c.m. Extension of this relationship into the high spin values and excitation energies we are dealing with is, of course, ~uestionable. There is the possibility that the fission fragments will increase their rotational energies with increasing spin of the fissioning nucleus, resulting in a reduction of the number of emitted neutrons. Charged particles may also be emitted. We will, lacking other information, assume E~. (ll) still valid.
Because of the small variation in Af~ along an evaporation chain, a constant value was used at each bombarding energy. The final values of -2 XCN therefore become e~ual for all the fissioning nuclei in an evaporation chain. The results of the calculationsare presented in Table II c.
Comparison of Compoun-d-Nucleus -Model Predictions With Experimental Data
The agreement between the calculated and experimental values of p (over-all) and x 2 is ~uite satisfactory at the 73-Mev bombarding energy. At the higher bombarding energies, however, we observe considerable differences in these ~uantities. At these energies the experimental angular distributions are less anisotropic than predicted and, in general, we find for the X values: -2 > x2 :> x2.
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It is interesting to note that the discrepancies cannot be explained on the basis of charged-particle evaporation prior to fission, since predictions based on such·an assumption are largely.the same as those obtained on the assumption of only neutron evaporation in competition. The ~N values for charged-particle evaporation are calculated by using Terrell's3 2 curve to estimate E and by choosing reasonable .values for the mean energy of the c.m. evaporated particle. The mean linear velocity of the fissioning nucleus will not change appreciably in the evaporation,and the reduction of E c.m.
will be approximately compensated by the reduction in AfF. Similarly the p values, in charged-particle evaporation, will not differ very much from those obtained for neutron evaporation since the charged particle will carry off more spin, but will reduce the excitation energy more .. than a neutron. For ~xample, emission of an alpha particle will classically reduce the mean spin of the nucleus by about 4ojo, but this willfbe compensated by a 20-Mev reduction in the excitation energy.
There are several possible sources of error in the calculations. Ghiorso and Sikkeland showed that products from (HI, xnyp) reactions between a heavy element such as Cm and heavy ions (HI) have a much shorter range than expected if the product nuclei had the total linear momentum of the heavy ion. 
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In these react1Dns, which can be characterized by the emission of two alpha particles, the residual nuclei are left with excitation energies sufficiently high to cause fission. It is reasonable to expect that these, is known to be small compared with that for alpha particles 3~, or the frequency with which two alpha particles are emitted in a given event.
Some fission doubtless results from nucleon-transfer reactions.
These reactions will result in small linear and orbital angular momentum transfer to the fissioning nucleus. The total cross sections observed for these types of reactions are,however, only of the order of millibarns 3 9 and should therefore have small effect on the angular distribution of the fission fragments.
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The most probable total kinetic energy release in fission of U v. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION with c
12 is 186 ± 6 Mev, independent of bombarding energy. This is consistent with the fissioning nuclei as predominantly californium isotopes. S. Harges and B. Garrett were most helpful in the plotting of numerous curves. We wish to thank Charles A, Corum for the mechanical design of our experimental e~uipment.
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